GF Piping Systems
Round Neutralization Tank Order Sheet
Mark desired location of tank’s connections by inserting I (inlet), O (outlet), and V (vent) in the diagram below.

Part Number: 
Size: 
Material: 
Inlet Size: FPT unless noted 
Outlet Size: FPT unless noted 
Vent Size: FPT unless noted 
Tank Diameter (inside): 
Tank Height (inside): 
Inlet Height (from bottom): 
Outlet Height (from bottom): 
Vent Depth (from top): 

All tanks are custom-made to the supplied specifications and are not returnable. An authorized drawing is to be furnished for proper dimensions and locations of connections. No order will be accepted without order sheet. Once the order is accepted, the tank is non-cancelable.

^ = 40% Restock Charge
* = Non-Cancelable/Non-Returnable